STRATEGIES to support
Academic Vocabulary Development

Stop 4
Brainstorm & Collaborate

Strategic Sentence Stems
Timely Quick Chat/Write
Relevant Word Walls
Authentic Big Books
Ten Important Sentences

Effective Color-Coding
Graphic Organizers
Interactive Notebooks
Engaging Murals/Input Charts
Simple Songs/Chants
Learning outcomes
Participants will be able to:

• Discuss the benefits of teacher and student collaboration using technology
• Collaborate on ideas and resources for creating a STEMSS lesson to teach about Monarch Butterflies, using technology, and EL strategies including content and academic language development
“Cloud technologies and one-to-one initiatives boost engagement and learning.”

---Heather B. Hayes

To Do:

Watch: How Teachers Collaborate Online and in School

Read: Advances in Technology Foster Collaboration Between Students and Teachers
Think about what you have learned in all four ‘Stops.’ What great ideas do you have to create an impactful lesson? What EL strategies might work for you? What new resources did you come across in this Module?

Time to Brainstorm and Collaborate!

To Do:

Go to the [Google Doc](#).

Brainstorm ideas and share your lesson idea or collaborate on creating a lesson with other teachers taking this Module. Be sure to also share any newly discovered resources!